SCIGRIP presents portfolio of Lloyd’s Register MMA’s at METSTRADE 2016
14th November 2016, Washington, UK (Stand CMP 61.EL) - SCIGRIP, a global supplier of smarter
adhesives solutions, is co-exhibiting with their Dutch distributor BNS Industrial BV at the METSTRADE
show in Amsterdam from the 15th -17th November. SCIGRIP has a long history in developing and supplying
innovative adhesive chemistries to many US marine manufacturers. The company is now looking to build
on this success and increase their profile within the European sector.

At METSTRADE 2016, SCIGRIP will present their portfolio of Lloyd’s Register approved methacrylate
adhesives (MMA) that offer unmatched durability as well as flexibility in the production environment.
SCIGRIP has also achieved American Bureau of Shipping (ABS) certification for its SG230 HV (high
viscosity) range of structural products.
SCIGRIP’s recent acquisition of Arjay Technologies is allowing the company to offer boat manufacturers
more choice than ever before. Rod Fleming, SCIGRIP’s Sales and Marketing Director expands, “Builders
are continuing to reduce the costs associated with constructing their boats and this is one of the reasons
SCIGRIP’s purchase of Arjay Technologies was so attractive. There is evidently a large difference in the
costs associated with using MMA's to bond marine parts and components together versus
putties. SCIGRIP can therefore offer two superior technologies to the marine market at different price points
and help builders achieve their objectives either way”.

SCIGRIP is committed to providing marine customers with superior technical support and a focus on
developing a tailored adhesive solution with a range of cure times for large and small bonding applications.
A complimentary package of mixing and dispense equipment, including bulk dispensing equipment, is also
available thanks to SCIGRIP’s strategic partnership with MVP International.

Visitors to METSTRADE are invited to attend the following events during the show:


Presentation by Manny Tesfaye, Technical Director of SCIGRIP, Tuesday 15 th Nov, 13.30 in Hall 12
Innovative adhesive technologies for Composite Marine Structures



Demonstrations on the CMP stage by Manny Tesfaye, Technical Director, Everyday 15 th-17th Nov
Bonding GRP Composite materials and metals without primer
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